
                                      

                 ICE CREAM AND MONEY … FOR EVERYBODY!!

                               BOARD GAME INSTRUCTIONS

                                                    PURPOSE
 
         To reinforce knowledge learned from The Financial Banana Split book & Website

                                                           OBJECTIVE

                Be the first player to complete all steps and land on or pass FINISH.

                                         CONTENTS                                                *CAUTION*
                                                                                                            This game contains small parts    
                       * 1 Gameboard                                              which could be a choking hazard
                       * 4 Ice cream cone game pieces                    to young children and infants.       
                       * 1 pair of dice                                              Some game parts have sharp edges.
                       * One set of double-sided game cards
                       * One 2-page Board Game Instructions document                                       

                                                               SET - UP

          *  Unfold the game board and place it on a level playing surface.
           
          * Shuffle the game cards and divide them among the players.
             Each individual Question has a number or web # in its lower-left corner. This     
             corresponds to a Chapter/Ingredient in the book or on the website. They are 
             listed at the end of these instructions. Purpose: to refresh your memory. 
         
           * Place the dice near the gameboard.

           * Each player chooses a game piece and places it on START.
                                                              
                                                                GAME PLAY
         
            * Each player tosses both dice once.
                                                                                                                                             
            * The player with the highest number starts the game.
      



            * A player, other than the starting player, takes the top card from their own card 
               deck and, out of view from others, reads the first question to the starting player.
              The starting player attempts to answer the question:

             - Correct Answer:  Starting player rolls both dice once and moves their
                game piece forward the number of spaces showing on the dice.

             - Incorrect Answer: Starting player moves their game piece one step forward.

             * Answer Option: The answers don’t have to be the exact, correct words if 
                                             they have the same meaning as the exact, printed words.

             * This sequence is repeated as all players take turns until a player wins.

             *  The first player to land on or cross FINISH wins the game!                              

                                                  
                                                     ADDITIONAL RULES

                 Numbered Red Square: If your game piece lands on a numbered red
                 square, roll the dice and:
   
                - Even number: Move your game piece forward the number of steps             
                  showing on the dice.  
                     
                - Odd number: Move your game piece backwards the number of steps   
                  showing on the dice.
 
                  Junk Bond Junction: When you roll the dice and your piece will
                   move into Junk Bond Junction:
                    
                  - Even number, follow the path towards red square 8.

                  - Odd number, follow the path towards red square 7.

                     - Variations to extend game time:
                   #1) If a player doesn’t answer a question correctly piece doesn’t advance. 
                   #2) Use only one of the dice instead of both for all game play.



                BANANA BOOK & WEBSITE CHAPTERS/INGREDIENTS

               #1. Cash Flow and Banking
               #2. Home Ownership
               #3. Loans, Credit, Debt
               #4. Avoiding Financial Landmines
               #5. Investing For Wealth and Early Retirement
               #6. Goodwill and Charity
               Web #1 - Gain Money Self-Awareness
               Web #2 – Collaborate For Wealth Building

                         


